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3. Nonlinear Dynamical Systems (II)
• two-dimensional autonomous systems

- characterization
- linear stability analysis
- invariant sets and manifolds
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Figure 3.4.
Stability classification of the linearized
development equation (3.11). As given by
(3.29), the state u0 is stable, i.e., Re(‡) <
0, if tr a < 0 and det a > 0 (blue) and it is
unstable if det a > 0 (red). The solid curve,
det a = 1

4 [tr a]2, separates states with a
monotonic development, Im(‡) = 0, from
those that oscillate, Im(‡) ”= 0, i.e., spiral
in or out. For systems in the dark red
region, the fix point is a saddle point.
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ref lin-stab-2d; file fig/3-chf/lin-stab-2d

are trace and determinant of the square matric a. The eigenvalues thus
become

chf.24 ‡± = 1
2tr a ±

1
2


[tr a]2 ≠ 4 det a (3.29)

With this, we classify the solutions of (3.20) and thus the stability of the
fixpoint (Figure 3.4): — fig lin-stab-2d

1. tr a < 0 and det a > 0: Re(‡) < 0 hence the fixpoint is stable. For
4 det a < [tr a]2, there are two real solutions, hence any perturbation
decays monotonically. For 4 det a > [tr a]2, Im(‡) ”= 0 and (3.23)
shows that the development has an oscillating part. Since Re(‡) is
still negative, the perturbed state will spiral into the fix point.

2. tr a > 0 and det a > 0: Re(‡) > 0 hence the fixpoint is unstable.
Any finite perturbation will thus grow exponentially, depending on
the relative size of 4 det a and [tr a]2 either in a monotonic manner
or spiraling out.

3. det a < 0: ‡+ > 0 and ‡≠ < 0, hence the fixpoint is a saddle point,
monotonically growing along Á+, the eigenvector with ‡+, and mono-
tonically decaying along Á≠.

For any given system, this classification must be translated into its parame-
ter space to be operationally useful. This is a three-step process: (i) calculate
the fixpoint u0 from the development equation, e.g., (3.10), by setting u̇ = 0,
(ii) calculate the Jacobian matrix ˆfi/ˆuj and evaluate it at u0 to obtain a,
(iii) calculate det a and tr a, which are now expressed in terms of the system
parameters, and identify in parameter space the regions where det a ? 0 and
tr a ? 0. This is illustrated in the following, building on the glycolysis model
introduced on page 36.

label: glycoexII

Example: The Glycolysis Model (II) We study the linear stability of the idx: glycolysis model

fixpoint (3.19) as a function of its parameters – and —, both of which are positive.
First, calculate the Jacobian matrix

chf.25 a =
3

≠1 + 2u1u2 – + u2
1

≠2u1u2 ≠– ≠ u2
1

4
(3.30)



• nullclines
fi(u) = 0 , u̇i = 0

nullclines separate state space into regions, 
but trajectories can cross them

two-dimensional autonomous system

2

u̇1 = f1(u1, u2)

u̇2 = f2(u1, u2)

u̇ = f(u)

• development equation

• flow u̇(u) , f(u)
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Figure 3.3. Flow and trajectories in the state space (u1, u2) of the glycolysis
model (3.15) with parameters – = 0.2 and — = 0.5. The flow u̇ is illustrated by
arrows that start at the nodes of a regular grid (left). The trajectories start from
equidistant points on the boundary (right). The solid lines repesent the nullclines
u̇i = fi(u) = 0. The intersection of the two nullclines is a fixpoint, here an attractive
one, given by (3.17).

e�cient. It is only used for simple well-behaved systems. The workhorse
for more serious work is the Runge-Kutta scheme of order 4 or still better
the Runge-Kutta Cash-Karp scheme with integrated time step control (see
Section A.1.1 in the Appendix). The latter belongs to the rk45-family, which
is readily available.

3.2.2
Fixpoints and Nullclines
In one-dimensional systems, the states u0 with f(u0) = 0 have a special
significance as they correspond to fixpoints of the dynamics. Moving to
multidimensional systems, the situation becomes more diverse. Specifically,
for a two-dimensional system nullclines occur in addition to fixpoints. The
nullcline of component i is defined as

u : u̇i = fi(u) = 0 , (3.14)

hence as the set of states for which fi(u) = 0, for which the i-component of
the flow thus vanishes. Similar to fixpoints, nullclines are very useful for the
geometric analysis of ordinary di�erential equations. In the typical case, for
zeros of order 1, the i-components of the flow vectors on di�erent sides of
the i-nullcline point in opposite directions. Nullclines thus separate the state
space into regions that often exhibit distinctly di�erent phenomenologies.
Finally, intersections of nullclines in two-dimensional systems are fixpoints

with u̇ = f(u) = 0.

• trajectory

u(t) = u0 +

Z t

0
u̇
�
u(⌧)

�
d⌧

u(tn) ⇡ u0 +
nX

i=1

u̇
�
u(ti)

�
�t , ti = i�t

Euler forward scheme

(see Appendix for higher order scheme 
– Runge-Kutta Cash-Karp – that is 
much more efficient)

discretize

• intersections of nullclines are fixpoints



inflow

do something

outflow

general structure of a sustained system (recall cows feeding on grass)

example – glycolysis model

the model 
in words

• u2 constantly fed with rate �

• u2 decays spontaneously into u1 with rate ↵. . .

• . . . and is decomposed by u1 in autocatalytic process

• u1 decays with rate 1 (sets unit of time)
<latexit sha1_base64="JmKchp3Acj0pn7HMNO/QJn2zGKA=">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</latexit>
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[Strogatz, 1994]

u̇1 = �u1 + u2[↵+ u2
1]

u̇2 = � � u2[↵+ u2
1]

↵ > 0 , � > 0

constant feed 
(driver)

spontaneous decay into u1 
(no autocatalysis without 

a direct process)
autocatalytic decomposition by u1

constant/outflow

generic for 
autocatalytic 
process 

actual glycolysis 
is much more 
complicated

•expec
ted pheno

menolog
y 

•verify
: choo

se para
meters, 

draw trajec
tories 

u1(t) &
 u2(t) 

(see ex
ercises

)

production of u1 through 
autocatalytic consumption of u2



example – glycolysis model
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u̇1 = �u1 + u2[↵+ u2
1]

u̇2 = � � u2[↵+ u2
1]

↵ > 0 , � > 0

u̇1 = 0 ! u21 =
u1

↵+ u2
1

nullclines:

u̇2 = 0 ! u22 =
�

↵+ u2
1

(u01 , u02) =
�
�,

�

↵+ �2

⌘
fixpoint:
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Figure 3.3. Flow and trajectories in the state space (u1, u2) of the glycolysis
model (3.15) with parameters – = 0.2 and — = 0.5. The flow u̇ is illustrated by
arrows that start at the nodes of a regular grid (left). The trajectories start from
equidistant points on the boundary (right). The solid lines repesent the nullclines
u̇i = fi(u) = 0. The intersection of the two nullclines is a fixpoint, here an attractive
one, given by (3.17).

e�cient. It is only used for simple well-behaved systems. The workhorse
for more serious work is the Runge-Kutta scheme of order 4 or still better
the Runge-Kutta Cash-Karp scheme with integrated time step control (see
Section A.1.1 in the Appendix). The latter belongs to the rk45-family, which
is readily available.

3.2.2
Fixpoints and Nullclines
In one-dimensional systems, the states u0 with f(u0) = 0 have a special
significance as they correspond to fixpoints of the dynamics. Moving to
multidimensional systems, the situation becomes more diverse. Specifically,
for a two-dimensional system nullclines occur in addition to fixpoints. The
nullcline of component i is defined as

u : u̇i = fi(u) = 0 , (3.14)

hence as the set of states for which fi(u) = 0, for which the i-component of
the flow thus vanishes. Similar to fixpoints, nullclines are very useful for the
geometric analysis of ordinary di�erential equations. In the typical case, for
zeros of order 1, the i-components of the flow vectors on di�erent sides of
the i-nullcline point in opposite directions. Nullclines thus separate the state
space into regions that often exhibit distinctly di�erent phenomenologies.
Finally, intersections of nullclines in two-dimensional systems are fixpoints

with u̇ = f(u) = 0.

[Strogatz, 1994]
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Figure 3.3. Flow and trajectories in the state space (u1, u2) of the glycolysis
model (3.15) with parameters – = 0.2 and — = 0.5. The flow u̇ is illustrated by
arrows that start at the nodes of a regular grid (left). The trajectories start from
equidistant points on the boundary (right). The solid lines repesent the nullclines
u̇i = fi(u) = 0. The intersection of the two nullclines is a fixpoint, here an attractive
one, given by (3.17).

e�cient. It is only used for simple well-behaved systems. The workhorse
for more serious work is the Runge-Kutta scheme of order 4 or still better
the Runge-Kutta Cash-Karp scheme with integrated time step control (see
Section A.1.1 in the Appendix). The latter belongs to the rk45-family, which
is readily available.

3.2.2
Fixpoints and Nullclines
In one-dimensional systems, the states u0 with f(u0) = 0 have a special
significance as they correspond to fixpoints of the dynamics. Moving to
multidimensional systems, the situation becomes more diverse. Specifically,
for a two-dimensional system nullclines occur in addition to fixpoints. The
nullcline of component i is defined as

u : u̇i = fi(u) = 0 , (3.14)

hence as the set of states for which fi(u) = 0, for which the i-component of
the flow thus vanishes. Similar to fixpoints, nullclines are very useful for the
geometric analysis of ordinary di�erential equations. In the typical case, for
zeros of order 1, the i-components of the flow vectors on di�erent sides of
the i-nullcline point in opposite directions. Nullclines thus separate the state
space into regions that often exhibit distinctly di�erent phenomenologies.
Finally, intersections of nullclines in two-dimensional systems are fixpoints

with u̇ = f(u) = 0.

example – glycolysis model
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trajectory 
horizontal

trajectory 
vertical

–> graphical solution (in analogy to 1d)

[Strogatz, 1994]



linear stability analysis…
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in analogy to 1d case

• development of u = u0 + " with f continuously di↵erentiable at u0

(": perturbation, u0: fixpoint)

) u̇ = u̇0 + "̇ = f(u0 + ") = f(u0) + a"+O(k"k2), a: Jacobian matrix
<latexit sha1_base64="RwSWcCcjlRuqjGUc8tYsOcBwidI=">AAAGRnichZTNb9MwFMBTRscoXxscuVisSKs2TWknBJqYtIkdEDtQpn2JelRO4jRenTizna6rlz+OG3dO/AXcEBwQV5w0cdsNCUtun3/v+fl92HFiSoS07W+VW3O3q/N3Fu7W7t1/8PDR4tLjI8ES7uJDl1HGTxwkMCURPpREUnwSc4xCh+Jjp/8m0x8PMBeERQfyMsanIepFxCcukhp1lyofoYN7JFJE4pCMcFqDmQQ8PMCUxS 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</latexit>

"̇ = a" , a =

0

B@
a11 · · · a1n
...

. . .
...

an1 · · · ann

1

CA , aij =
@fi
@uj

���
u=u0

<latexit sha1_base64="rKs1qqmiUBjEa9dqabqLIs8msKY=">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</latexit>

• linear approximation and u0 fixpoint (u̇0 = 0 = f(u0))
<latexit sha1_base64="8u6+I0unRn93p+/ZDpkwyf7UKrU=">AAAFWnichdRNa9swGABgpW22Nt1Hu+22i1kzaGEUJ2NshxVa1sOgl6z0C+oQZFtO1FiyK8mZG+FfOXYY7J/sMtmx3iTtYAKD/OjV1yvLfhpTqVz3V2Nlda356PH6RmvzydNnz7e2X1zIJBMBOQ+SOBFXPpYkppycK6picpUKgpkfk0t//KVsv5wQIWnCz9RdSvoMDzmNaICVocFW4vlkSLmmijA6JUXLK2tOORwWDk5TkeSUVc 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</latexit>

a: square matrix, if diagonalizable a = PDP�1

• P: matrix with eigenvectors of a as columns

• D: diagonal matrix with corresponding eigenvalues (possibly complex)

• not diagonalizable: defective with incomplete basis
(sum of diagonalizable and nilpotent matrix: Jordan normal form)

<latexit sha1_base64="AwW3NFPKvKaWmzbdyU7fCAXQoww=">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</latexit>



in linear approximation

…linear stability analysis
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• eigen decomposition: av = �v, v: eigenvector with eigenvalue �
<latexit sha1_base64="SxiV8PscM1r1ZHE8ugMc+pugH0A=">AAAFaXichdRLb9NAEABgp22ghEdbygHBxSJF4lBVThECVSC1ogekXkLVl9SNovV67Gzjtd3ddZrGCn+SE3du/Al2E3uStEhYijT+ZmbXHsf2s5gr7Xm/akvLK/UHD1cfNR4/efpsbX3j+ZlKc8nglKVxKi98qiDmCZxqrmO4yCRQ4cdw7ve/2vz5AKTiaXKibzPoCBolPOSMakPd9R/Eh4gnBdcg+AjGDWIjF3gEiRsAS0WWKm 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</latexit>

,! det [a� �I] = 0 !
<latexit sha1_base64="LWR7DThnNJa3wZmtCTraOe19dfI=">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</latexit>

characteristic polynomial with roots {�1, . . . ,�n},
some of which conjugate complex

<latexit sha1_base64="quEVxK+QaWob4Mv7T4F+RJCiy+E=">AAAFfXichdRPb9MwFABwb6wwyr8NjlwstkkcqqotQuPAYRM7MO1Spv2TlqpyHKfxaseZ7XRto3xCPgEfgyscwGmT13ZDIlIk5/ee/ZIX2X4iuLGt1o+19UcbtcdPNp/Wnz1/8fLV1vbrC6NSTdk5VULpK58YJnjMzi23gl0lmhHpC3bpD78U8csR04ar+MxOEtaTZBDzkFNiHfW3GI2IJtQy7WpxihMlJrGSnAh8x22EtVLW4F0v8wwfSNJvN7zASaN8jL18t+F5daMkwyrEdxGnEaYqvkkHxDI3kolg4/7WTqvZml344aBdDnZQeXX72xvI1aGpZLGlghhz3W4ltpcR7V5SsLzupYYlhA7JgF27YUwkM71s1o8c7zkJcKi0u2OLZ7o8IyPSmIn0XaYkNjL3YwX+K3ad2vBTL+NxkloW03mhMBXYKlw0FwdcM2rFxA0I1bxoKPTX1OueZWN7xwMbddotKR0ELPRslLmbWZKX4LPMK2r7IS6+dEYDoEFJkcyivqziNxC/qWgINKwoBoorugW6rcgAmYpSoBTIz5aw3wJPMs9XIigarIQ3IpolhgsFFUcwbVTRGGhc0RRoWvWlq8kctcy6Oi8zTxd4SgDZAlleLWDKVBNmkGkOwQ7BjsCOwI7BjsGGYEOwE7ATKLz0i2fPZ+75bPWXz3v0n9a5XTYgKzkzgTbyldiYV8tz6Aav3jOwmZcU24mIvq1svLDqRwTThU1LO7KwXpAXs8vUJYUv14BW516jWpUtLcHsLFAv6vA4cFu+2BzuzGjfPyEeDi46zfaH5sdvnZ2Dz+XpsYneonfoPWqjfXSAvqIuOkcUfUc/0S/0e+NPba/WqDXnqetr5Zw3aOWq7f8FzMTqHA==</latexit>

"̇i = �i"i ! "i(t) = "i0 exp(�it)
<latexit sha1_base64="XdAo6yCrFVHOGDObOnEibhCPw+k=">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</latexit>

development of deviation "i
in direction of eigenvector vi

with associated eigenvalue �i

(conj. complex: go to polar coordinates)
<latexit sha1_base64="ZDgIsHM/NgW466Ob2nUU+9PnlOs=">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</latexit>

• express "̇ = a" in eigenbasis {v1, . . . ,vn} of a to obtain

n decoupled linear ODEs (retain symbol " for notational simplicity)
<latexit sha1_base64="1tQc3d1gCKc90/zv0C+AulxI1xs=">AAAF63ichZRbaxNBFMc32miNt1YffRlshAqlJBVRQaHFCJY+GEtv0C1hdvdsMs1ctjOzMcmyn8I38dVP5JPfxpnN7iRpBQdCzv7O/5w5c+YSJJQo3Wr9qd26vVK/c3f1XuP+g4ePHq+tPzlRIpUhHIeCCnkWYAWUcDjWRFM4SyRgFlA4DYYfrf90BFIRwY/0JIELhvucxCTE2qDe2m8/gD7hGdHAyBTyhm8tBGOTRSnU9COh/S 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</latexit>

• linear stability:

– u0 stable if Re(�i) < 0, 8i
– u0 unstable if Re(�i) > 0 for any i

<latexit sha1_base64="aubI8L8tAGL9qek1+zcNW8+3Ko8=">AAAF+HicjdTdbtMwFADgFFYY5W+DS24sVqQhTVM6hEBoQpuYENNuyrQ/aakiJzlpvdpOZjulbZR34Q5xy9twx6PgpLHXbpPAUiTnO8fHji0nSCmRynV/N+7cXWreu7/8oPXw0eMnT1dWn53IJBMhHIcJTcRZgCVQwuFYEUXhLBWAWUDhNBh+KuOnIxCSJPxITVLoMdznJCYhVpr8lT9eAH3Cc6KAkSkULa/sobIcFkgqHBBK1O 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</latexit>

names hyperbolic point: Re(�i) 6= 0, 8i
hyperbolic saddle point: hyperbolic & di↵erent signs

critical (or central) point: Re(�i) = 0
(fixpoint in direction vi; a non-diagonalizable)

<latexit sha1_base64="dIL6JQj37tztREG5K1vRA4EryRQ=">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</latexit>
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every trajectory is an invariant manifold 
consider trajectories associated with fixpoints

stable vs unstable manifold – example
u̇1 = u1 � ↵u2

u̇2 = ↵u1 � u2

eigensystem

v± =

✓
1
↵ [1± �]

1

◆
, �± = ±� , � =

p
1� ↵2

3.2 Multi-Dimensional Continuous System 21:08, May 10, 2015 43

≠1 0 1
≠1

0

1

u1

u2

Figure 3.7.
Trajectories for the linear system (3.33)
with – = 1

2 . The fixpoint at (0, 0) is a
saddle point with a stable (blue) and an
unstable (red) manifold. ref saddle-point; file fig/3-chf/saddle-point

which has a single fixpoint at (0, 0) with eigenvectors v =
! 1

– [1 ± “], 1
"|,

where “ =
Ô

1 ≠ –2, and corresponding eigenvalues ±“ (Figure 3.7). — fig saddle-point

Center Manifold Above we assumed that the real parts of the eigenvalues
are either positive or negative. We recall that the linear stability analysis
cannot help in determining the stability of a manifold that corresponds
to a purely imaginary or even completely vanishing eigenvalue. As an ex-
ample consider the nonlinear system [Coullet and Spiegel 1983; Roberts
1985]

chf.59 u̇1 = ≠u1u2

u̇2 = ≠u2 + u
2
1 ≠ 2u

2
2 , (3.34)

which has a fixpoint at (0, 0) with eigenvectors vs = (0, 1)| and vc = (1, 0)|.
The corresponding eigenvalues are ≠1 and 0, respectively. Hence, vs is
tangent to the stable manifold. In the linear approximation at (0, 0),

chf.60 u̇
lin
1 = 0

u̇
lin
2 = ≠u2 , (3.35)

the nature of the manifold associated with vc cannot be decided since indeed
all lines (–, u2), with fixed but arbitrary –, are u1-nullclines and trajectories.
This can be gathered from the left frame of Figure 3.8, which shows a small
neighborhood of (0, 0). The numerical simulation of the nonlinear system — fig center-manifold

reveals that this is an attractor.
Slow Manifold A center manifold is associated with a vanishing real part of
an eigenvalue. As long as the imaginary part is non-zero, the system’s state
still undergoes a first-order development, then just orbiting the fixpoint. If
the magnitude of the eigenvalue vanishes, as is the case for (3.34) in an
environment of the origin, then the system’s development slows down very
strongly as it approaches the fixpoint, or it accelerates very slowly if it is
repelled. This is then called a slow manifold.

somewhat related comment (http://www.math.vt.edu/people/renardym/
class_home/nova/bifs/node18.html): When a system loses stability, the number

of eigenvalues and eigenvectors which are associated with this change is typically

small. Hence bifurcation problems usually involve systems where the linearization

has a very large, and possibly infinite dimensional, stable part and a small

number of “critical” modes which change from stable to unstable as the bifurcation

parameter exceeds a threshold. The central idea of bifurcation theory is that the

dynamics of the system near the onset of instability is governed by the evolution

of these critical modes, while the stable modes follow in a passive fashion, they are

“enslaved”. The center manifold theorem is the rigorous formulation of this idea;

it allows us to reduce a large problem to a small and manageable one.

↵ = 1
2

propagator Dt u(0) := u(0) +

Z t

0
f(u(⌧)) d⌧ = u(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="L28m+98rom9ScDEDVyJewXwvgZ4=">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</latexit>

extend the notion of invariant point (fixpoints)

invariant set set S invariant , Dt u 2 S, 8u 2 S and 8t
<latexit sha1_base64="vEH1nK845SEohFuDEYZMcKQ0x7g=">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</latexit>

stable

unstable

how to draw those manifolds?

•unstable: start near to fixpoint 

• stable: invert time (sign of f(u)) 
do as with unstable 
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≠0.1 0 0.1
≠0.1

0

0.1

≠1 0 1
≠1

0

1

ref center-manifold; file fig/3-chf/center-manifold

Figure 3.8. Trajectories for the nonlinear system (3.34), which possess two
fixpoints, a repelling one at 0, ≠ 1

2 and a mixed attracting-slow attracting one at
(0, 0). The latter gives rise to a stable manifold (blue) and the slow center manifold
u2 = u2

1 (yellow). The two frames show di�erent zooms.

The existence of a slow manifold has crucial conceptual as well as opera-
tional consequences because it leads to aspects of the system’s phenomenology
that relate to vastly di�erent time scales. Separation of these so-called fast
and slow modes is a key goal since it allows to decompose such systems
into two parts, each with a lower-dimensional state space and a more simple
dynamics.

Consider (3.34) as an example, a system that can actually be solved
analytically. Roberts [1985] shows that its dynamics decays into a fast and a
slow mode, and that the slow (center) manifold is given by u2 = u

2
1. In the

fast mode, when the system’s state is away from the slow manifold but still
in the neighborhood of the fixpoint, (3.35) is a reasonable approximation.
It leads to the development u2(t) = u0 exp(≠t), where |u0| > 0 is the
initial state. In this approximation u1 remains constant. Hence, the state
approaches the slow manifold on a time-scale of 1. On the slow manifold,
Roberts [1985] shows that the development follows u̇1 = ≠u

3
1. In this slow

mode, u2 is said to be enslaved by u1 since the fast mode forces it to the
manifold, where it just has to follow the development of u1 in the slow mode.
Integrating u̇1 with an initial state u0 > 0 leads to u1(t) = ≠

#
2t + u

≠2
0

$≠ 1
2 ,

for which indeed no time-scale can be defined.
Splitting o� the fast modes often leads to a massive reduction of the

remaining slow system’s dimension. Typically it is these slow modes, we
are interested in when studying environmental systems. An example is large-
scale fluid motion in the atmosphere or the ocean, where the slow, often
geostrophic and low-dimensional modes represent the overall phenomenology,
while the fast modes of the turbulent cascade or not of immediate interest.
Another example is the approach of a thermodynamic system to its critical
point, which again is determined by a very few slow and large-scale modes.

center manifold – example
u̇1 = �u1u2

u̇2 = �u2 + u2
1 � 2u2

2 ,

u̇lin
1 = 0

u̇lin
2 = �u2 ,

vs =

✓
0
1

◆
, vc =

✓
1
0

◆
, �s,c = {�1, 0}

at fixpoint (0,0):

u2(t) = u0 exp(�t)
fast dynamics
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Figure 2.9.
Red: Trajectory (2.48) on the center
manifold of the nonlinear system (2.45)
near the origin with initial state u1(0) =
u0 = 2. Blue: Trajectory of (2.46)2
(thin) and of a hypothetical linear
system that has the same state and
slope at t = 0 as u1, i.e., u0 exp(≠u2

0t). 0 10 20
t0

1

2
u1(t)

ref cm-traj; file fig/2-nds/cm-traj

which demonstrates the very slow dynamics, compared to the linear part of the
system (Figure 2.9). The center manifold is thus also referred to as the slow — fig cm-traj

manifold. We notice that indeed (2.48) has no time-scale as it follows a power idx: manifold!slow

law.
The behavior exhibited by the example is observed in all systems with a center
manifold. Indeed, the center manifold theorem states that for such systems, idx: theorems!center manifold

a neighborhood of the fixpoint can be chosen such that all trajectories that
remain within the neighborhood approach the center manifold exponentially
fast and then follow the slow dynamics on that subspace. The fast variables
the just follow the slow ones, they are said to be enslaved. In the above
example, u2 is the fast variable that is enslaved by u1.

The slaving principle makes for the fundamental significance of the cen-
ter manifold as it reduces the dynamics of the system to a typically low-
dimensional subspace. This becomes for instance important when a high-
dimensional system undergoes a transition during which it looses stability,
hence negative eigenvalues become positive. The number of “critical” eigen-
vectors involved in such a transition is typically small, while the vast majority
remains stable. The central manifold theorem then allows to dramatically
reduce the complexity of the problem and to study the associated bifurcations
in a low-dimensional space. http://www.math.vt.edu/people/renardym/class_home/nova/bifs/node18.html

On the operational side, for the numerical simulation of such systems, it is
mandatory to employ methods that at the very least use an e�cient time-step
control because simulating the system with the time step dictated by the fast
modes is not feasible in the slow phase and solving it with the time step
appropriate for the slow modes is not accurate in the fast phase.

Manifolds between Fixpoints We always refer to the stable, unstable, or
central manifold of one particular fixpoint. Trajectories that emerge from
one fixpoint are very often absorbed by another one, and vice versa. Hence,
the unstable manifold of one fixpoint can be the stable manifold of another.
An instance is illustrated in the right frame of Figure 2.8.

There indeed are even situations where an unstable manifold of a fixpoint
is identical to the stable manifold of that same fixpoint. This is the case

fast & slow dynamics

insert into first – u̇1 = �u3
1 – and integrate

u1(t) =
h
2t+

1

u2
0

i� 1
2

better approximation of center manifold 

u̇2 = 0 �! u2(u1) =
1

4

h
�1 +

q
1 + 8u2

1

i

u2(u1) ⇡ u2
1 (Taylor)

u̇lin
2 = �u2

same state & slope
as u1 at t = 0
but linear system

on center manifold
with u1(0) = 2
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Figure 3.8. Trajectories for the nonlinear system (3.34), which possess two
fixpoints, a repelling one at 0, ≠ 1

2 and a mixed attracting-slow attracting one at
(0, 0). The latter gives rise to a stable manifold (blue) and the slow center manifold
u2 = u2

1 (yellow). The two frames show di�erent zooms.

The existence of a slow manifold has crucial conceptual as well as opera-
tional consequences because it leads to aspects of the system’s phenomenology
that relate to vastly di�erent time scales. Separation of these so-called fast
and slow modes is a key goal since it allows to decompose such systems
into two parts, each with a lower-dimensional state space and a more simple
dynamics.

Consider (3.34) as an example, a system that can actually be solved
analytically. Roberts [1985] shows that its dynamics decays into a fast and a
slow mode, and that the slow (center) manifold is given by u2 = u

2
1. In the

fast mode, when the system’s state is away from the slow manifold but still
in the neighborhood of the fixpoint, (3.35) is a reasonable approximation.
It leads to the development u2(t) = u0 exp(≠t), where |u0| > 0 is the
initial state. In this approximation u1 remains constant. Hence, the state
approaches the slow manifold on a time-scale of 1. On the slow manifold,
Roberts [1985] shows that the development follows u̇1 = ≠u

3
1. In this slow

mode, u2 is said to be enslaved by u1 since the fast mode forces it to the
manifold, where it just has to follow the development of u1 in the slow mode.
Integrating u̇1 with an initial state u0 > 0 leads to u1(t) = ≠

#
2t + u

≠2
0

$≠ 1
2 ,

for which indeed no time-scale can be defined.
Splitting o� the fast modes often leads to a massive reduction of the

remaining slow system’s dimension. Typically it is these slow modes, we
are interested in when studying environmental systems. An example is large-
scale fluid motion in the atmosphere or the ocean, where the slow, often
geostrophic and low-dimensional modes represent the overall phenomenology,
while the fast modes of the turbulent cascade or not of immediate interest.
Another example is the approach of a thermodynamic system to its critical
point, which again is determined by a very few slow and large-scale modes.

center manifold – example
u̇1 = �u1u2

u̇2 = �u2 + u2
1 � 2u2

2 ,

better approximation of center manifold 

u̇2 = 0 �! u2(u1) =
1

4

h
�1 +

q
1 + 8u2

1

i

u2(u1) ⇡ u2
1 (Taylor)

insert into first – u̇1 = �u3
1 – and integrate

u1(t) =
h
2t+

1

u2
0

i� 1
2

separation of time scales: • fast dynamics forces system to low-dimensional center manifold • slow dynamics determines long-time phenomenology 
(enslaves fast variables)
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Figure 2.9.
Red: Trajectory (2.48) on the center
manifold of the nonlinear system (2.45)
near the origin with initial state u1(0) =
u0 = 2. Blue: Trajectory of (2.46)2
(thin) and of a hypothetical linear
system that has the same state and
slope at t = 0 as u1, i.e., u0 exp(≠u2

0t). 0 10 20
t0

1

2
u1(t)

ref cm-traj; file fig/2-nds/cm-traj

which demonstrates the very slow dynamics, compared to the linear part of the
system (Figure 2.9). The center manifold is thus also referred to as the slow — fig cm-traj

manifold. We notice that indeed (2.48) has no time-scale as it follows a power idx: manifold!slow

law.
The behavior exhibited by the example is observed in all systems with a center
manifold. Indeed, the center manifold theorem states that for such systems, idx: theorems!center manifold

a neighborhood of the fixpoint can be chosen such that all trajectories that
remain within the neighborhood approach the center manifold exponentially
fast and then follow the slow dynamics on that subspace. The fast variables
the just follow the slow ones, they are said to be enslaved. In the above
example, u2 is the fast variable that is enslaved by u1.

The slaving principle makes for the fundamental significance of the cen-
ter manifold as it reduces the dynamics of the system to a typically low-
dimensional subspace. This becomes for instance important when a high-
dimensional system undergoes a transition during which it looses stability,
hence negative eigenvalues become positive. The number of “critical” eigen-
vectors involved in such a transition is typically small, while the vast majority
remains stable. The central manifold theorem then allows to dramatically
reduce the complexity of the problem and to study the associated bifurcations
in a low-dimensional space. http://www.math.vt.edu/people/renardym/class_home/nova/bifs/node18.html

On the operational side, for the numerical simulation of such systems, it is
mandatory to employ methods that at the very least use an e�cient time-step
control because simulating the system with the time step dictated by the fast
modes is not feasible in the slow phase and solving it with the time step
appropriate for the slow modes is not accurate in the fast phase.

Manifolds between Fixpoints We always refer to the stable, unstable, or
central manifold of one particular fixpoint. Trajectories that emerge from
one fixpoint are very often absorbed by another one, and vice versa. Hence,
the unstable manifold of one fixpoint can be the stable manifold of another.
An instance is illustrated in the right frame of Figure 2.8.

There indeed are even situations where an unstable manifold of a fixpoint
is identical to the stable manifold of that same fixpoint. This is the case

fast & slow dynamics
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Figure 3.8. Trajectories for the nonlinear system (3.34), which possess two
fixpoints, a repelling one at 0, ≠ 1

2 and a mixed attracting-slow attracting one at
(0, 0). The latter gives rise to a stable manifold (blue) and the slow center manifold
u2 = u2

1 (yellow). The two frames show di�erent zooms.

The existence of a slow manifold has crucial conceptual as well as opera-
tional consequences because it leads to aspects of the system’s phenomenology
that relate to vastly di�erent time scales. Separation of these so-called fast
and slow modes is a key goal since it allows to decompose such systems
into two parts, each with a lower-dimensional state space and a more simple
dynamics.

Consider (3.34) as an example, a system that can actually be solved
analytically. Roberts [1985] shows that its dynamics decays into a fast and a
slow mode, and that the slow (center) manifold is given by u2 = u

2
1. In the

fast mode, when the system’s state is away from the slow manifold but still
in the neighborhood of the fixpoint, (3.35) is a reasonable approximation.
It leads to the development u2(t) = u0 exp(≠t), where |u0| > 0 is the
initial state. In this approximation u1 remains constant. Hence, the state
approaches the slow manifold on a time-scale of 1. On the slow manifold,
Roberts [1985] shows that the development follows u̇1 = ≠u

3
1. In this slow

mode, u2 is said to be enslaved by u1 since the fast mode forces it to the
manifold, where it just has to follow the development of u1 in the slow mode.
Integrating u̇1 with an initial state u0 > 0 leads to u1(t) = ≠

#
2t + u

≠2
0

$≠ 1
2 ,

for which indeed no time-scale can be defined.
Splitting o� the fast modes often leads to a massive reduction of the

remaining slow system’s dimension. Typically it is these slow modes, we
are interested in when studying environmental systems. An example is large-
scale fluid motion in the atmosphere or the ocean, where the slow, often
geostrophic and low-dimensional modes represent the overall phenomenology,
while the fast modes of the turbulent cascade or not of immediate interest.
Another example is the approach of a thermodynamic system to its critical
point, which again is determined by a very few slow and large-scale modes.

center manifold – example
u̇1 = �u1u2

u̇2 = �u2 + u2
1 � 2u2

2 ,

better approximation of center manifold 

u̇2 = 0 �! u2(u1) =
1

4

h
�1 +

q
1 + 8u2

1

i

u2(u1) ⇡ u2
1 (Taylor)

insert into first – u̇1 = �u3
1 – and integrate

u1(t) =
h
2t+

1

u2
0

i� 1
2

separation of time scales: • fast dynamics forces system to low-dimensional center manifold • slow dynamics determines long-time phenomenology 
(enslaves fast variables)
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Figure 2.8. Trajectories for the nonlinear system (2.45), which possesses two
fixpoints, a repellor at (0, ≠ 1

2 ) and a mixed attractor-slow attractor at (0, 0). The
latter gives rise to a stable manifold (blue) and the slow center manifold u2 = u2

1
(yellow). The two frames show di�erent zooms.

repelling, mixed – cannot be determined from the linear analysis and whose
dynamics is much slower than exponential.

Example: Slow Dynamics Following Coullet and Spiegel [1983] and Roberts
[1985], we consider the nonlinear system (Figure 2.8) — fig center-manifold

nds.40 u̇1 = ≠u1u2

u̇2 = ≠u2 + u2
1 ≠ 2u2

2 . (2.45)

It has a fixpoint at (0, 0) with eigenvectors vs = (0, 1)T and vc = (1, 0)T. The
corresponding eigenvalues are ‡s = ≠1 and ‡c = 0. Hence, vs is tangent to the
stable manifold. The linear approximation at (0, 0),

nds.41 u̇lin
1 = 0

u̇lin
2 = ≠u2 , (2.46)

illustrates how u1 remains approximately constant while u2 exponentially ap-
proaches a quasi-attractor, which in the linear approximation is the line u2 = 0.
A better approximation for the quasi-attractor is obtained by solving u̇2 = 0 in
(2.45)2, for u1 = const, which yields u2(u1) = 1

4
#
≠1 +


1 + 8u2

1
$
. (There is a

second solution that pertains to the system’s second fixpoint at (0, ≠ 1
2 ), which is

completely repelling and thus not of interest, here.) Taylor expansion for small
values of u1 leads to the approximation u2(u1) = u2

1, which describes the center
manifold near the origin. Inserting this into (2.45)1 yields the development
equation on the center manifold near the origin as

nds.41a u̇1 = ≠u3
1 . (2.47)

Integrating with u1(0) = u0 then produces

nds.41b u1(t) =
Ë
2t + 1

u2
0

È≠ 1
2

, (2.48)
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• recall development of small perturbation "0 of fixpoint u0 in eigenspace of a
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�"(t) =
X

i

�"i0 exp(�it)vi

<latexit sha1_base64="xVoLHjodcksXBPS4toUpemW6dt4=">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</latexit>

• can use eigen decomposition at any state u, need not be a fixpoint
,! development of small separation �" between two states uA and uB

<latexit sha1_base64="S4vRaSbt7/xQ1L8cZuSpTKkJ0M4=">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</latexit>

�i are often called Lyapunov exponents
<latexit sha1_base64="DZDQgWw0LbwXkd/pIZaTWQytogw=">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</latexit>

• use �i to define deterministic time horizon
<latexit sha1_base64="Llx5OqIzDwPTfXLMnA7xbWRATX8=">AAAFSHichdTNb9MwFABwb+tglK8NjlwiNiQOaEo3IThw2MQOSLuUaV/SUkVO8pJ6jZ3MdkrXKH8dN66c+BO4ITggbtht8tpuSESK9PLz89dLnCBPmdKu+21peaW1eufu2r32/QcPHz1e33hyqrJChnASZmkmzwOqIGUCTjTTKZznEigPUjgLBu9t+9kQpGKZONbXOfQ4TQSLWUi1IX+95wWQMFEyDZyNoWp7NnIKBc6Wp1jCqc 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</latexit>

⌧di =
1

�i
, for �i > 0

<latexit sha1_base64="wnOTDNNl+FyCsO3pm7t3Oh2+NTE=">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</latexit>

Linearization Theorem (Hartman-Grobman)
In a neighborhood of the hyperbolic saddle point u0, 
the nonlinear system and its linearization are topologically equivalent.

is linearization “safe”?
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�± =
1

2
tr a± 1

2

p
[tr a]2 � 4 det a

det[a� �I] = �2 � [tr a]� + det a = 0

tr a = a11 + a22

det a = a11a22 � a12a21

2d: characteristic polynomial

express stability in terms of
matrix invariants

aim: 

n-dimensions: 
coefficients of characteristic polynomial 
may be expressed in terms of determinants 
of matrices with entries tr[ak] 
(trace of powers of a)

• Re(�) < 0: stable

• Re(�) > 0: unstable

• Im(�) = 0: monotonic

• Im(�) 6= 0: spiraling
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Figure 3.4.
Stability classification of the linearized
development equation (3.11). As given by
(3.29), the state u0 is stable, i.e., Re(‡) <
0, if tr a < 0 and det a > 0 (blue) and it is
unstable if det a > 0 (red). The solid curve,
det a = 1

4 [tr a]2, separates states with a
monotonic development, Im(‡) = 0, from
those that oscillate, Im(‡) ”= 0, i.e., spiral
in or out. For systems in the dark red
region, the fix point is a saddle point.

det a

tr astable unstable

saddle point

spiral in spiral out

ref lin-stab-2d; file fig/3-chf/lin-stab-2d

are trace and determinant of the square matric a. The eigenvalues thus
become

chf.24 ‡± = 1
2tr a ±

1
2


[tr a]2 ≠ 4 det a (3.29)

With this, we classify the solutions of (3.20) and thus the stability of the
fixpoint (Figure 3.4): — fig lin-stab-2d

1. tr a < 0 and det a > 0: Re(‡) < 0 hence the fixpoint is stable. For
4 det a < [tr a]2, there are two real solutions, hence any perturbation
decays monotonically. For 4 det a > [tr a]2, Im(‡) ”= 0 and (3.23)
shows that the development has an oscillating part. Since Re(‡) is
still negative, the perturbed state will spiral into the fix point.

2. tr a > 0 and det a > 0: Re(‡) > 0 hence the fixpoint is unstable.
Any finite perturbation will thus grow exponentially, depending on
the relative size of 4 det a and [tr a]2 either in a monotonic manner
or spiraling out.

3. det a < 0: ‡+ > 0 and ‡≠ < 0, hence the fixpoint is a saddle point,
monotonically growing along Á+, the eigenvector with ‡+, and mono-
tonically decaying along Á≠.

For any given system, this classification must be translated into its parame-
ter space to be operationally useful. This is a three-step process: (i) calculate
the fixpoint u0 from the development equation, e.g., (3.10), by setting u̇ = 0,
(ii) calculate the Jacobian matrix ˆfi/ˆuj and evaluate it at u0 to obtain a,
(iii) calculate det a and tr a, which are now expressed in terms of the system
parameters, and identify in parameter space the regions where det a ? 0 and
tr a ? 0. This is illustrated in the following, building on the glycolysis model
introduced on page 36.

label: glycoexII

Example: The Glycolysis Model (II) We study the linear stability of the idx: glycolysis model

fixpoint (3.19) as a function of its parameters – and —, both of which are positive.
First, calculate the Jacobian matrix

chf.25 a =
3

≠1 + 2u1u2 – + u2
1

≠2u1u2 ≠– ≠ u2
1

4
(3.30)
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express stability in terms of
matrix invariants

aim: 

to become operationally useful, 
translate into parameter space of specific system

�± =
1

2
tr a± 1

2

p
[tr a]2 � 4 det a

overall three-step procedure:

1. calculate fixpoint u0 by setting u̇ = 0

2. calculate Jacobian matrix @fi/@uj and evaluate it at u0: ! a

3. calculate det a and tr a, now expressed in terms of the system parameters,
and identify in parameter space the regions where det a ? 0 and tr a ? 0
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Figure 3.4.
Stability classification of the linearized
development equation (3.11). As given by
(3.29), the state u0 is stable, i.e., Re(‡) <
0, if tr a < 0 and det a > 0 (blue) and it is
unstable if det a > 0 (red). The solid curve,
det a = 1

4 [tr a]2, separates states with a
monotonic development, Im(‡) = 0, from
those that oscillate, Im(‡) ”= 0, i.e., spiral
in or out. For systems in the dark red
region, the fix point is a saddle point.
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are trace and determinant of the square matric a. The eigenvalues thus
become

chf.24 ‡± = 1
2tr a ±

1
2


[tr a]2 ≠ 4 det a (3.29)

With this, we classify the solutions of (3.20) and thus the stability of the
fixpoint (Figure 3.4): — fig lin-stab-2d

1. tr a < 0 and det a > 0: Re(‡) < 0 hence the fixpoint is stable. For
4 det a < [tr a]2, there are two real solutions, hence any perturbation
decays monotonically. For 4 det a > [tr a]2, Im(‡) ”= 0 and (3.23)
shows that the development has an oscillating part. Since Re(‡) is
still negative, the perturbed state will spiral into the fix point.

2. tr a > 0 and det a > 0: Re(‡) > 0 hence the fixpoint is unstable.
Any finite perturbation will thus grow exponentially, depending on
the relative size of 4 det a and [tr a]2 either in a monotonic manner
or spiraling out.

3. det a < 0: ‡+ > 0 and ‡≠ < 0, hence the fixpoint is a saddle point,
monotonically growing along Á+, the eigenvector with ‡+, and mono-
tonically decaying along Á≠.

For any given system, this classification must be translated into its parame-
ter space to be operationally useful. This is a three-step process: (i) calculate
the fixpoint u0 from the development equation, e.g., (3.10), by setting u̇ = 0,
(ii) calculate the Jacobian matrix ˆfi/ˆuj and evaluate it at u0 to obtain a,
(iii) calculate det a and tr a, which are now expressed in terms of the system
parameters, and identify in parameter space the regions where det a ? 0 and
tr a ? 0. This is illustrated in the following, building on the glycolysis model
introduced on page 36.

label: glycoexII

Example: The Glycolysis Model (II) We study the linear stability of the idx: glycolysis model

fixpoint (3.19) as a function of its parameters – and —, both of which are positive.
First, calculate the Jacobian matrix

chf.25 a =
3

≠1 + 2u1u2 – + u2
1

≠2u1u2 ≠– ≠ u2
1

4
(3.30)
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example – glycolysis model
u̇1 = f1(u1, u2) = �u1 + u2[↵+ u2

1]

u̇2 = f2(u1, u2) = � � u2[↵+ u2
1]
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Figure 3.4.
Stability classification of the linearized
development equation (3.11). As given by
(3.29), the state u0 is stable, i.e., Re(‡) <
0, if tr a < 0 and det a > 0 (blue) and it is
unstable if det a > 0 (red). The solid curve,
det a = 1

4 [tr a]2, separates states with a
monotonic development, Im(‡) = 0, from
those that oscillate, Im(‡) ”= 0, i.e., spiral
in or out. For systems in the dark red
region, the fix point is a saddle point.
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spiral in spiral out
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are trace and determinant of the square matric a. The eigenvalues thus
become

chf.24 ‡± = 1
2tr a ±

1
2


[tr a]2 ≠ 4 det a (3.29)

With this, we classify the solutions of (3.20) and thus the stability of the
fixpoint (Figure 3.4): — fig lin-stab-2d

1. tr a < 0 and det a > 0: Re(‡) < 0 hence the fixpoint is stable. For
4 det a < [tr a]2, there are two real solutions, hence any perturbation
decays monotonically. For 4 det a > [tr a]2, Im(‡) ”= 0 and (3.23)
shows that the development has an oscillating part. Since Re(‡) is
still negative, the perturbed state will spiral into the fix point.

2. tr a > 0 and det a > 0: Re(‡) > 0 hence the fixpoint is unstable.
Any finite perturbation will thus grow exponentially, depending on
the relative size of 4 det a and [tr a]2 either in a monotonic manner
or spiraling out.

3. det a < 0: ‡+ > 0 and ‡≠ < 0, hence the fixpoint is a saddle point,
monotonically growing along Á+, the eigenvector with ‡+, and mono-
tonically decaying along Á≠.

For any given system, this classification must be translated into its parame-
ter space to be operationally useful. This is a three-step process: (i) calculate
the fixpoint u0 from the development equation, e.g., (3.10), by setting u̇ = 0,
(ii) calculate the Jacobian matrix ˆfi/ˆuj and evaluate it at u0 to obtain a,
(iii) calculate det a and tr a, which are now expressed in terms of the system
parameters, and identify in parameter space the regions where det a ? 0 and
tr a ? 0. This is illustrated in the following, building on the glycolysis model
introduced on page 36.

label: glycoexII

Example: The Glycolysis Model (II) We study the linear stability of the idx: glycolysis model

fixpoint (3.19) as a function of its parameters – and —, both of which are positive.
First, calculate the Jacobian matrix

chf.25 a =
3

≠1 + 2u1u2 – + u2
1

≠2u1u2 ≠– ≠ u2
1

4
(3.30)
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ref glyco-linstab; file fig/2-nds/glyco-linstab

Figure 2.5. Stability classification for the glycolysis model (2.25) with
separation curves given by (2.41)–(2.42). The fixpoint is stable in the regions
IIm and IIo (blue), where the subscripts indicate monotonic (m) and oscillating (o)
trajectories, the latter spiraling into the fixpoint. In regions Im and Io (red), the
fixpoint is unstable, in Io with trajectories that spiral out. The frame on the left
enlarges part of the frame on the right such that Im becomes better visible.
Notice that this graph represents a mapping of the graph from Figure 2.4 into the
parameter space of the glycolysis model.

and evaluate it at the fixpoint (2.27) to obtain

nds.35 a|u=u0 =

A
≠1 + 2 —2

–+—2 – + —2

≠2 —2

–+—2 ≠– ≠ —2

B
. (2.39)

From this calculate

nds.36 det a = – + —2 > 0 and tr a = 1 ≠ – ≠ —2 ≠ 2–
– + —2 (2.40)

to arrive with (2.37) at the somewhat unwieldy expressions for the eigenvalues
‡±, which are not explicitly spell out here.

Next, we explore the stability regions and first notice that there is no saddle
point because det a > 0. Hence, tr a = 0 separates stable and unstable regions,
with the dividing line given by (Figure 2.5) think: are these explicit eqs required, or does the graph su�ce?

— fig glyco-linstab

nds.37 – = ≠1
2 ≠ —2 ± 1

2


1 + 8—2 . (2.41)

The next separation concerns the general behavior of the trajectory near the
fixpoint, monotonic or spiraling. As shown by (2.37), the respective regions are
separated by the curve [tr a]2 = 4 det a, which translates into

nds.38 –±± = 1
2

Ë
1 ≠ 2—[

Ô
2 + —] ±

Ò
1 ± 4

Ô
2—

È
. (2.42)

Relevant solutions, with – > 0 and — > 0, are only –+≠, –≠≠, and –++, where
–±≠ in addition demands — Æ 1/[4

Ô
2].

a|u=u0 =

0

@
�1 + 2 �2

↵+�2 ↵+ �2

�2 �2

↵+�2 �↵� �2

1

A (u01 , u02) =
�
�,

�

↵+ �2

⌘
recall fixpoint:

evaluate at 
fixpoint

det a = ↵+ �2 > 0

tr a = 1� ↵� �2 � 2↵

↵+ �2

calculate det & tr

a =

 
�1 + 2u1u2 ↵+ u2

1

�2u1u2 �↵� u2
1

!
, aij =

@fi
@uj

Jacobian 
matrix
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u1

u2
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0

1
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u1

u2

u̇1 = 0
u̇2 = 0

Figure 3.3. Flow and trajectories in the state space (u1, u2) of the glycolysis
model (3.15) with parameters – = 0.2 and — = 0.5. The flow u̇ is illustrated by
arrows that start at the nodes of a regular grid (left). The trajectories start from
equidistant points on the boundary (right). The solid lines repesent the nullclines
u̇i = fi(u) = 0. The intersection of the two nullclines is a fixpoint, here an attractive
one, given by (3.17).

e�cient. It is only used for simple well-behaved systems. The workhorse
for more serious work is the Runge-Kutta scheme of order 4 or still better
the Runge-Kutta Cash-Karp scheme with integrated time step control (see
Section A.1.1 in the Appendix). The latter belongs to the rk45-family, which
is readily available.

3.2.2
Fixpoints and Nullclines
In one-dimensional systems, the states u0 with f(u0) = 0 have a special
significance as they correspond to fixpoints of the dynamics. Moving to
multidimensional systems, the situation becomes more diverse. Specifically,
for a two-dimensional system nullclines occur in addition to fixpoints. The
nullcline of component i is defined as

u : u̇i = fi(u) = 0 , (3.14)

hence as the set of states for which fi(u) = 0, for which the i-component of
the flow thus vanishes. Similar to fixpoints, nullclines are very useful for the
geometric analysis of ordinary di�erential equations. In the typical case, for
zeros of order 1, the i-components of the flow vectors on di�erent sides of
the i-nullcline point in opposite directions. Nullclines thus separate the state
space into regions that often exhibit distinctly di�erent phenomenologies.
Finally, intersections of nullclines in two-dimensional systems are fixpoints

with u̇ = f(u) = 0.

↵ = 0.2 , � = 0.5
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Figure 2.5. Stability classification for the glycolysis model (2.25) with
separation curves given by (2.41)–(2.42). The fixpoint is stable in the regions
IIm and IIo (blue), where the subscripts indicate monotonic (m) and oscillating (o)
trajectories, the latter spiraling into the fixpoint. In regions Im and Io (red), the
fixpoint is unstable, in Io with trajectories that spiral out. The frame on the left
enlarges part of the frame on the right such that Im becomes better visible.
Notice that this graph represents a mapping of the graph from Figure 2.4 into the
parameter space of the glycolysis model.

and evaluate it at the fixpoint (2.27) to obtain

nds.35 a|u=u0 =

A
≠1 + 2 —2

–+—2 – + —2

≠2 —2

–+—2 ≠– ≠ —2

B
. (2.39)

From this calculate

nds.36 det a = – + —2 > 0 and tr a = 1 ≠ – ≠ —2 ≠ 2–
– + —2 (2.40)

to arrive with (2.37) at the somewhat unwieldy expressions for the eigenvalues
‡±, which are not explicitly spell out here.

Next, we explore the stability regions and first notice that there is no saddle
point because det a > 0. Hence, tr a = 0 separates stable and unstable regions,
with the dividing line given by (Figure 2.5) think: are these explicit eqs required, or does the graph su�ce?

— fig glyco-linstab

nds.37 – = ≠1
2 ≠ —2 ± 1

2


1 + 8—2 . (2.41)

The next separation concerns the general behavior of the trajectory near the
fixpoint, monotonic or spiraling. As shown by (2.37), the respective regions are
separated by the curve [tr a]2 = 4 det a, which translates into

nds.38 –±± = 1
2

Ë
1 ≠ 2—[

Ô
2 + —] ±

Ò
1 ± 4

Ô
2—

È
. (2.42)

Relevant solutions, with – > 0 and — > 0, are only –+≠, –≠≠, and –++, where
–±≠ in addition demands — Æ 1/[4

Ô
2].
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Figure 3.6. Flow and trajectories of the glycolysis model (3.16) with – = 0.1
and — = 0.5, in the unstable region of the parameter space. The behavior at a
point in the stable region is shown in Figure 3.3. Trajectories again start at the
boundary of the imaged domain and spiral into the orbital attractor (red). One
trajectory starts near the fix point and spirals out, also into the attractor.

can be readily extended to n dimensions and is then based on the local
Lipschitz-continuity of f(u) or, in the weaker form, on the local boundedness
of the Jacobian ˆuf(u).

The theorem may also be formulated at the macroscopic scale: If f(u) is
Lipschitz-continuous in contiguous region �, then there exists a single and
unique trajectory for every point in �.
Topological Limitations The uniqueness of solutions has strong conse-
quences for a system’s phenomenology in that trajectories cannot intersect.
Obviously, if such an intersection existed, there would be multiple solutions
for trajectories starting from that point. To formulate this in a weaker form,
which is always true but not mandatory: Trajectories do not intersect in
regions where the Jacobian ˆuf(u) is bounded.

From the fact that trajectories cannot intersect, topological limitations
result for the possibilities of a given dynamic system. These are particularly
strong for low-dimensional systems.
One-Dimensional Systems For the solutions of a one-dimensional system to
be unique, its inherent evolution must be monotonic, where “inherent” means
without external forcing. Hence, a one-dimensional system cannot oscillate.
If it could, there would be at least one state that would be traversed from
two di�erent directions, in contradiction to the assumption that solutions are
unique.

With a physical background and recalling the potential (3.7), we of course
expect this monotonic evolution. Then, what about the pendulum studied in
Section 2.2 that clearly does oscillate in a one-dimensional motion? While this
may at first appear as a contradiction, we recognize that (2.8) is a second

↵ = 0.1 , � = 0.5

unstable oscillatory 
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where does the limit cycle 

come into our analysis?

can we get something even more interesting by changing the parameters: chaotic motion? any guess?

stable 
limit cycle


